Language Bank is hiring bilingual and multilingual individuals to work as interpreters in Massachusetts.

If you are fluent in English and another language, including ASL, a career as an interpreter could be for you! Interpreters help our community members with limited English language skills by interpreting important information into their native languages. We provide free training to qualified applicants. This is a great opportunity for a rewarding career in this growing field!

**Excellent Pay** – we offer competitive compensation  
**Choose your own hours** – accept only the appointments you want  
**No experience necessary** – free training to qualified candidates  
**Make an impact** – help strengthen your local community

Interested in learning more?  
Submit a response to our career opportunity survey at https://bit.ly/3evmSSR or apply for a job at TheLanguageBank.org/apply

For more information, contact recruiting@ascentria.org or 844.579.0610.
Are you a bilingual or multilingual person who enjoys helping your community? A career as an interpreter at Language Bank in Massachusetts or New Hampshire could be for you! We offer interpreter training programs to make it easy to start your new career in an exciting and growing field. Our interpreters enjoy flexible hours and competitive pay.

Our 60-hour training is designed to provide bilingual individuals with the skills and knowledge necessary to work as professional medical interpreters. We use realistic role-plays and lively discussions so interpreters learn the skills they need to deliver accurate and complete interpretation in health care and human service settings. All trainings are taught at our Worcester, Massachusetts and Manchester, New Hampshire offices.

Those who successfully finish the training and fulfill the established requirements will receive a certificate of proficiency and can begin working per diem at Language Bank.

Key Training Topics:
• Active listening
• Sight translation skills
• Common interpreting errors
• Consecutive and simultaneous interpreting skills
• Elements of communication, shadowing, and reflection of emotion
• NCIHC Code of Ethics
• IMIA Standards of Practice
• Culture in medical setting/techniques for culture brokering
• Body systems and medical terminology

National Board Certification
This training fulfills one of the prerequisites necessary to be eligible to take any of the national board certification exams for medical interpreters.

Cost
This training is being offered at NO COST to qualified candidates who intend on working for Language Bank in Massachusetts or New Hampshire. Similar trainings can cost upwards of $1200. Spots are limited. Language Bank reserves the right to cancel training sessions at any time. You will be notified in the event of any cancellations.

Questions? Contact us toll free at 844.579.0610 or visit us online at TheLanguageBank.org.

REGISTER ONLINE to Get Started!
To reserve your spot in our training course, please complete the registration form on our website under the “Careers and Training” tab at: TheLanguageBank.org/lb-careers-and-training/how-to-register

TheLanguageBank.org
Ascentria Care Alliance is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
About Language Bank

Language Bank (www.thelanguagebank.org) is a nonprofit social enterprise committed to helping our community overcome language access barriers by providing interpretation and translation services. We are a member of Ascentria Care Alliance (www.ascentria.org), one of New England’s largest human service organizations. Our professional interpreters live locally and are dedicated to serving their communities. Many of them are refugees resettled by Ascentria, and their rich knowledge of language and culture enhances the services we provide. We also work with professional translators and a team of contracted ASL interpreters that serve the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Community.

Our clients include institutions across a variety of public and private sectors, including medical, educational, and legal. Our goal is to help our clients and their patients or customers communicate easily, effectively and accurately, regardless of language or culture, so that they can understand, and be understood.

We provide both emergency and scheduled services for:

- Interpretation: In-Person, Over-the-Phone, Simultaneous and Video Remote Interpreting (VRI)
- Translation: All written and digital materials, including websites, legal documents, transcripts, depositions, medical communications and more
- Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services: ASL interpretation, transliteration, oral interpreting, deaf interpreting and Communication Access Real-Time (CART) services

Join Our Team!

We are always looking for qualified foreign-language and ASL interpreters to join our team!

If you are interested in learning more, please submit a response to our career opportunity survey at: https://bit.ly/3evmSSR. A member of our team will reach out to you if your qualifications match with a career opportunity.
A job you can love with Lynn - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5XVhtILWz0

A job you can love with Sati - https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=3aFYLBzpOfs